PIXI EVO, the evolution of PIXI mini tripod. Enthusiast and hobbyist photographers who are deeply engaged in their passion and are looking for
a lightweight portable solution will ﬁnd in this tripod an extremely versatile, sturdy support for larger lenses. PIXI EVO perfectly ﬁts their needs
thanks to a rich feature set that provides ﬂexibility of use, robustness and great variety of framing.
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The Manfrotto PIXI EVO is the evolution of the already existing PIXI mini tripod.
It has been designed as a lightweight portable solution to support cameras with larger lenses and its rich feature set provides ﬂexibility of
use, robustness and great variety of framing.
PIXI EVO tripod boasts two different leg angles with a sliding selector, enabling to shoot ground level images. Indeed another great innovation
is its two-section legs, adjustable in five different steps adapting to non-level surface the footprint that will give the possibility to take low
light landscape and architecture pictures with the maximum stability.
With PIXI EVO there is also the possibility to shoot in portrait mode, allowing the camera to tilt to 90° to capture incredible images, while
ensuring great stability and precision for accurate pictures.
Compatibility
PIXI has been developed for entry level DSLRs fitting these basic requirements:
• Body: maximum weight of 750g/1.65lbs
• Focal length: maximum 18-200mm (standard non-professional lens)
• Total equipment payload: maximum 2.5kg/5.5lbs
Colour
PIXI Evo is available in three different colour combinations:
the classic black version, the white and the red-anthracite ones.

closed length

23 cm

front tilt

-35° / +35° tilt range

lateral tilt

-90° / +40° tilt range

leg sections

360°

material

adapto and aluminium

maximum height

19.5 cm

minimum height

6 cm

safety payload

2.5 kg

weight

0.267 kg
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Moreover, PIXI EVO supports a wide range of devices up to 2.5Kg/5.5lbs but it
remains extremely lightweight thanks to its Adapto and aluminium construction
and can be easily carried anywhere without ever feeling cumbersome.

